St Mary's Hospital

Route from central outpatients to key hospital services

From the exit by the Friends' Cafe, turn left on to Winsland Street. Cross the road and go through entrance B of the Mary Stanford building. 1

Enter the building, then turn left and follow the corridor. You come to a place where you can go straight or right. 2

Take a right here for:
- **Audiology** - half way down the ramp
- **MRI** - at the bottom of the ramp, turn left, follow corridor to the end, passing the lifts. Turn left and MRI is straight ahead.

**Go straight ahead for:**
- **Irvine Studies** which will be on your left at the end of the corridor. Waller cardiology unit is straight ahead of you. 3

**Also go straight ahead and then turn right at the end of the corridor to exit the building on to South Wharf Road for:**
- Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother Building (QEQM) which is over the road to the right of the cafe. 4

For **Radiology** (x-ray), take the main entrance, pass the reception desk and shop, go right and take the lifts to the third floor. 5
For **CT** at the Acute Imaging Centre, don't use the main entrance. Instead go to the smaller glass-fronted entrance further along. 6
St Mary's Hospital

Route from main hospital reception to central outpatients

From the exit look to your right, cross the road towards the entrance of Mary Stanford (next to the Lindo Wing)

Go through the porch and into Mary Stanford ①

Bearing right, follow the signs to outpatients through the blue door. Turn left and go straight down the corridor ahead, following signs to Way out to Winsland Street and outpatients ②

When you can go no further, turn right and exit the building into Winsland Street ③

Central outpatients is straight opposite – the entrance is towards the rear on the left ④